The Justice, be it civil or penal should be forwarded through a particular form of language. 
Introduction
The new Constitution of Republic of Albania is written in 1998. Let us consider now some typical examples that constitute a kind of difficulty, but also a challenge for the translator of materials linked to the penal code procedure in the Republic of Albania and Republic of Germany. Here follows a translation model known worldwide:
Expressions in the source language. By this we understand the form of the language form which we are translating and the meaning from this language. We then have the form of target language and its meaning. Finally we come to the expression of the target language. The meaning of the expression is constant between both languages.
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Example 4
Many words with a word: G -(Gerichts) Verhandlung / Sh -séancë gjyqësore / E -hearing session G -Sitzung des Gerichtshofs / Sh -séancë gjyqësore / E -hearing session Example 5 Many question with a word: G -Diebstahl / Sh -Vjedhje / E -theft G -Einbruchsdiebstahl / Sh -vjedhje me dhunë / E -Robbery with violence (breaking) G -Raub / Sh -Vjedhje me dhunë / E -Violent Robbery Here follows an illustrative example from a newspaper:
Car Theft ( E.P M. Z) -How to Reduce the Risk
Monday, January 31, 2011 Theft of parts -For many years, radio theft has been the biggest problem, but recently thiefs have become more ambitious. Now they steal the steering wheel, airbags and electronic control modules (ECT). ECT are computers which control electronic systems of today's cars. They are small parts, of great value, easy to find and very easy to steal. Sound systems remain as well desirable targets for theft.
Conclusions
At the end of this analysis paper we can say that the problem identification in the field of translation in jurisprudence requires a great work and is very important. All the above mentioned cases can be prevented if they are well known and translations of many words either in Albanian or in German can be given by the equivalent in the relevant language and in many cases their meaning should be completed by explanatory words if the word itself in target language is not sufficient to translate as simply equivalent. On the other hand we share the opinion that necessary work and efforts should be made for a possible unification of terminology in the field of jurisprudence vocabulary and in preparation of a guidance material for all translators dealing with materials in field of justice in their daily activity.
